The paper is a concise digest of works presented during the 12 th National Symposium on Laser Technology (SLT2018) The meeting has gathered around 120 participants who presented around 100 research and technical papers. The Symposium organized now every 2 years is a good representation of laser technology and laser applications development in Poland at university laboratories, governmental institutes, company R&D laboratories, etc. The SLT also presents the current technical projects under realization by the national research, development and industrial teams. Topical tracks of the Symposium, traditionally divided to two large areas -sources and applications, were: laser sources in near and medium infrared, picosecond and femtosecond lasers, optical fiber lasers and amplifiers, semiconductor lasers, high power and high energy lasers and their applications, new materials and components for laser technology, applications of laser technology in measurements, metrology and science, military applications of laser technology, laser applications in environment protection and remote detection of trace substances, laser applications in medicine and biomedical engineering, laser applications in industry, technologies and material science.
INTRODUCTION
The Symposium on Laser Technology SLT: Laser Development and Applications, is a cyclic, scientific and technical meeting organized in Poland from 1984 every three years, now every two years. The first Symposium was organized by the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń. The next nine Symposia were organized by the Szczecin University of Technology (currently West Pomeranian University of Technology) in Szczecin and Świnoujście. The eleventh and twelfth SLT were organized by the Institute of Optoelectronics of the Military University of Technology, an institution in which in 1963 the first laser was launched in Poland. In the organization, alongside IO WAT, took part Warsaw University of Technology, University of Warsaw and Wroclaw University of Technology. The Chairman of the Scientific Committee of the 12 th Symposium on Laser Technology was prof. Jan K. Jabczyński from the Military University of Technology, assisted by three vice-chairmen, professors: Krzysztof Abramski, Michał Malinowski and Czesław Radzewicz. The Honorary Committee of the 12 th SLT consisted of several professors, the nestors of this technique in Poland. The main purpose of the SLT series of symposia is the exchange and dissemination of information on the development of science and laser technology and in the field of optoelectronics. Representatives of key academic centers, research institutes and a wide spectrum of producers, distributors and users of laser technology traditionally take part in the SLT Symposium.
The SLT2018 symposium summarizes research and technical achievements in the country in the period 2016-2018. *R.Romaniuk@ise.pw.edu.pl The 12 th Symposium on Laser Technology SLT2018 gathered about 120 participants. About 100 works were submitted and presented, including more than 50 oral and 50 posters. Twelve plenary papers concerned key contemporary issues of laser technology in the world and in the country. All key academic and scientific centers operating in the areas of research, development and application laser techniques took part in the SLT2018 symposium and presented their latest achievements, including: Politechnics -WAT, Warsaw (PW), Wrocław (PWr), Kielce (PŚw), Białystok (PB), Łódź (PŁ), Silesia (PŚl), Kraków (AGH), Lublin (UMSC); State Research Institutes and the Polish Academy of Sciences -IPC PAS, IFPiLM, IMP PAN, INTiBS PAS; and a few companies.
The works presented during SLT2018 are traditionally published in the volume of abstracts by the Military University of Technology and in the international volume of the Proceedings of SPIE publishing series -indexed in the main bibliometric databases of Web of Science and Scopus. Until now, the SLT Symposium has published its works in several volumes of Proc. SPIE. Below, the SLT2018 volume editors present briefly an overview of some of the main research and technical issues raised during the selected thematic sessions and presented in the form of plenary and session papers. There is also a short review of some of the most important poster presentations. The main themes from the leading research centers were presented during the plenary speeches and session papers. Topical works were presented during thematic poster sessions. The national research teams working in the laser science and technology cooperate intensively with foreign partners and participate in many international research and development programs and projects, including: HIPER, ELI, FLASH, E-XFEL, COST Action, EUREKA, LAserLab Europe, Optolab, and others.
University of Technology, and magazines of the Polish Academy of Sciences -Archives of Electrical Engineering and Electrotechnical Dissertations, currently International Journal of Electronics and Telecommunications.
MATERIAL ENGINEERING, GLASSES, PHOTONIC AND LASER MATERIALS, METAMATERIALS
Research on new optically active materials in the form of various types of active optical fiber produced in Poland is carried out in cooperation between UMCS, which designs and produces fibers, IMiO and ISE PW, as well as PWr and WAT, where fibers are characterized and there are constructed advanced and specialized laser systems. Lasers were constructed in linear resonator configurations with Bragg and loop mirrors in theta configuration at PW. Lasers made of domestic optical fibers doped with ytterbium and thulium ions radiated in the spectral region of 1 μm and 2 μm, respectively. For the construction of lasers, fiber optic elements of national production were used: optical fibers, Bragg gratings, couplers, and optical power combiners.
Research on active oxide, chalcogenide and fluoride glasses, doped with lanthanides for applications in active optical fiber technology, is conducted in a team of AGH, PB and PŚl. Germanate glasses modified with heavy oxide components with different phonon energy for emission spectra tailoring were tested. The glasses were characterized by FT-IR and SEM methods and the results were correlated with the luminescence properties of the selected glasses. These glasses are intended to produce specialized active fibers. A group of multi-component glasses co-doped with two or more RE ions was also studied. The compositions of the glasses are to ensure an effective energy transfer between the active admixture ions, so as to ensure emission in the 1.7 -2.1 μm band. Optical fibers were produced from Sb-Ge-Si and Ge-Ga-Ba glasses co-doped with Tm/Ho, Yb Ho, Yb/Tm, Yb/Tm/Ho.
Bismuth -germanium glasses were produced and tested for MIR emission in the 3 μm band and construction of fiber lasers (PB). The produced BG glasses were doped with RE ions. The presence of hydroxyl groups was reduced by the production of glass in vacuum. The content of lanthanides was optimized to maximize emissions.
Two-phase polymer composite materials consisting of a PMMA matrix, crystalline oxide and fluoride nanostructures doped with optically active Pr ions are produced and characterized by the UMCS, ITME and IMiO PW research teams. White light emission from these polymer composites was obtained. Active nanocrystalites embedded in the polymer matrix retain optical properties, remain isolated from unfavorable interaction with the phonons of the matrix and from hydroxyl ions and other impurities potentially affecting the band structure of the material. Attempts have been made to manufacture optical fibers from the developed materials.
Work on modified organic polymers and inorganic luminescent compounds is also carried out in a team of AGH and PB. The aim of the work is to optimize active polymer optical fibers with high emission efficiency. Active PMMA optical fibers were co-doped with luminescent aromatic hydrocarbon compounds such as BMTB (Bis-MethylstyrylBenzene), Perylen, and also organic xanthene compounds like Rodamine 6G, Rodamine B, and lanthanide compounds, mainly Tb and Eu. The factors influencing the efficiency of emissions were investigated, including the transfer of energy between active ions in optical fibers of different geometry.
Optically active metamaterials and photonic crystals are used for the construction of optical fibers and lasers. Numerical analyzes of the light generation properties of the new class of DBR lasers built of tunable photonic hypercrystals are carried out in IMiO PW. The influence of geometry and configuration of the structure on the threshold of generation and spectral properties of laser emission is investigated. The dynamic shaping of the output emission characteristics enables the tunability of the photonic hypercrystals. Highly dispersive hyperbolic metamaterials potentially provide diffraction-free imaging, control of effective amplification and absorption, including spontaneous and stimulated emission.
Photonic (PT) materials exhibiting parity time symmetry are considered for the construction of photonic lasers (IMiO PW). The structure contains two alternating active optical lossy and amplifying materials with geometric symmetry and refractive antisymmetry for the imaginary part of refraction. PT materials show directional invisibility, irreversibility of light propagation and ideal absorption (anti-laser). An analysis of the operation of a laser constructed of PT material placed in the Fabry-Perot resonator was performed. Construction parameters were optimized in terms of maximizing the laser characteristics for two cases of laser beam output via the lossy and active layers.
Au and Ag noble metal nanoparticles were immobilized on the surface of optical fibers directly during the process of optical fiber pulling and their additional heat treatment (UMCS and PWr). Noble metal nanoparticles in the core of the optical fiber enable shaping of the luminescence signal in the VIS range as a result of their amplification of the electric field near the lanthanide micro crystallites. Strengthening the field is caused by surface plasmon resonance. Mechanisms of self-organization of gold and silver molecules inside the glass matrix above the transformation temperature were observed. The construction of fiber-optic Raman and plasmonic sensors type SERS and LSPR was proposed.
The metamaterial with a negative refractive index was used in the laser resonator model (IMiO PW and IŁ). Optical amplification in an active metamaterial with negative refraction compensates its losses. Then, the material is potentially suitable for the construction of photonic integrated circuits and lasers. Potentially it is possible to exceed the diffraction limit. The aim is to adapt conventional laser techniques to optical materials without diffraction restrictions.
A micro structured optical fiber with a double cladding was designed, which was ground laterally and applied to the laser structure (PWr). The influence of the system parameters on its energetic characteristics was investigated, including refractive adjustment of the area indirectly coupling the active core to the refraction of the pumping fiber core, optimal effective refractions of optical areas, in particular the refraction of the inner cladding.
The research of the new laser crystal Yb:CNGS and the femtosecond laser constructed on its basis was carried out in the international research team of PWr, the Max Born Institute for Nonlinear Optics, and Universities -ITMO St. Petersburg, Rovira and Virgili Tarragona Spain, Shandong China, Ajou Korea, and KAIST. Synchronization of modes was obtained using saturated absorbers in the form of a SESAM type mirror and graphene. For a system with a SESAM mirror, the duration of the pulses was 52 fs, the width of the generated spectrum was about 49 nm with a central wavelength of 1055 nm, and the power emitted 78 mW for the output mirror with a transmission of 2.6%. For a twolayer graphene absorber applied on a CaF 2 transmission substrate and a 0.4% output mirror, spectrum width of 28 nm was obtained for a central wavelength of 1064 nm and pulses with the duration of 85 fs.
A new configuration of a monolithic laser resonator made of Nd:YVO 4 /YVO 4 /Er:Glass was developed at PWr. The laser radiates a beam at 1064-nm wavelength. In the resonator, there was additionally placed a glass doped with erbium which was illuminated from outside by a control wave of 1550 nm. Absorption of this radiation, due to the photothermal effect, causes the crystal temperature to rise and its refractive index and geometrical dimensions to change, consequently, change the optical path. The 1064 nm wave frequency is controlled by external radiation in the feedback loop for its relative stabilization. An improvement in the relative stability of the laser frequency by an order of magnitude was obtained (to a level of about 10 -12 for 10 s time period), compared to alternative methods using the photothermal effect. The improvement of long-term stability compared to passive frequency stabilization was three orders of magnitude. External control radiation does not affect the tunable output power.
INTEGRATED PHOTONICS
Functional photonic integrated circuits (PIC) are designed for telecommunications and sensor purposes at IMiO PW. Among the systems studied and manufactured in external technological laboratories, there are multichannel transmitting and receiving devices, miniature reflectometric and gyroscopic devices as well as complete sets of photonic interrogators. Complex functional hybrid systems are being designed and fabricated as a coupling of integrated photonic and microelectronic elements.
Integrated photonic interrogators (IMiO PW) are used to read the state of fiber optic sensors, including distributed networks with Bragg gratings for multipoint measurements. Systems composed of acquisition and processing units of measurement data and interrogators in combination with sensor networks are tested in civil engineering, aviation and medicine. The photonic emitter part of the measurement system generates a broadband signal and the receiver is a reflected wave spectrometer. An alternative solution is to activate the sensor network with a tunable monochromatic wave and detect signals reflected from the Bragg sensors in the optoelectronic receiver. Integrated photonic interrogators displace volumetric solutions in research and practical applications of fiber optic sensor networks. Integrated photonic interrogators are characterized by less energy consumption, smaller sizes, and greater reliability. InP interrogators were made using AWG mesh with 12 -36 channel numbers, and 50 or 75 GHz interchannel spacing. The elements were used in the optoelectronic monitoring system of the patient subjected to MRI examination. The elements have also been applied to the cascade connection of tunable lasers with distributed DFB feedback.
The photonic integrated circuit in the form of a passive fiber optic interrogator was designed and manufactured in InP technology for use in an inertial sensor consisting of an accelerometer and a Sagnac fiber optic gyroscope. Functional systems made on a single chip consist of several DBR laser sources, SOA amplifiers, 50:50 couplers, phase modulators, detectors and optical signal distributors on passive waveguides. The Sagnac loop transmitting the optical signal in both directions is an external fiber-optic cable, or integrated on a chip in the form of a single-frequency ring laser operating in the fundamental longitudinal mode. The interference signal between the two beams from the loop is read out by two PIN photodiodes.
Integrated, multi-channel photonic transmitters designed for testing in WDM-PON access networks are designed, manufactured and tested at IMiO PW. There were compared solutions of transmitters of different integration topology for several technological platforms, different methods of obtaining and stabilization of single-frequency source operation, and other functionalities for different solutions of supported fiber-optic networks. Spectral and transient characteristics of integrated lasers, modulators, multiplexers and demultiplexers, and photodiodes were measured.
FIBRE LASERS
Fiber optic MOPA lasers allow control of output radiation parameters, including output power. The limitation in this respect are non-linear phenomena resulting from the significant power density in a single-mode fiber. Coherent summation of beams from many optical fibers with precise phase synchronization enables the potential to build a laser source with very high power. The Laser Team at PWr is working on methods for synchronizing laser beams in MOPA systems. Systems and algorithms with single-detector phase detection as well as one signal source and a cascade of YDFA amplifiers are tested. The last stage gain channels have independent detection and phase control systems. The output beams are coherently combined in the far field by means of the optical head consisted of parallel collimators.
Active optical fibers made of multicomponent, soft, low-phonon energy glasses, such as ZBLAN, allow the generation of higher output powers, especially in the visible and mid-infrared range. The source is excited in the infrared range using the up-conversion mechanism. The active ZBLAN glass doped with erbium, holmium, thulium and praseodymium ions was used to build light sources in IMiO PW. The examined lasers were built from a segment of active fiber, and optical leads from fused silica optical fiber. The resonator was made of fiber optic Bragg gratings working as selective mirrors. For Er and Pr and double dopants, green and red emission lines were obtained. Work was carried out on modeling laser action, source characterization and design optimization. Low-loss connections between telecommunications optical fibers and ZBLAN fibers were developed.
Optical fiber laser operating in the 1560 nm telecommunications band was used to build a source generating an optical frequency comb, using the differential frequency method, in the MIR 6 -9 μm spectral area (PWr and UMCS). Femtosecond pulses are split into two optical paths. The signal pulse (1950 nm, 200 mW, 70 fs) and the pumping pulse (1560 nm, 175 mW, 80 fs) are produced in paths containing nonlinear, dispersion compensating and active optical fibers. Time synchronized signal and pump pulses are mixed in the OP-GaP nonlinear crystals with different phase matching periods, leading to generation of frequency comb in the MIR range. The average MIR beam power of over 7 mW was obtained.
One of the trends in the construction of fiber lasers is to cover the entire mid-infrared spectral band. This allows for the construction of sensor systems for many gases with absorption bands in the MIR area. The research team of PWr, UW, Nottingham, and IŁ has developed a Dy:ZBLAN continuous wave optical fiber laser radiating 3 μm and pumped with fiber laser Yb:SiO 2 with a wavelength of 1.1 μm and power 1 -3.5 W. The output power was in the range of 450 -550 mW, and differential efficiency about 13 -18%, for the output mirror reflectivity in the range of 20 -50%.
In the Er:SiO 2 optical fiber laser, active synchronization of modes using an electro-absorbing graphene modulator placed in the resonance cavity was demonstrated to our knowledge first in the world (PWr, Aalto University). That unique technique was used in lasers of various types where the ability to generate picosecond pulses was shown. A graphene layer with a diameter of 80 μm was placed on a dielectric between two electrical contacts. The demonstrator of the mode synchronizer system was made on the Er:SiO 2 fiber laser operating in the third 1560 nm telecommunications window. The harmonic synchronization of modes allowed to increase the pulse repetition frequency with the help of external electrical control. Optimization of the system gives the possibility of obtaining pulse repetition frequency in the GHz area.
The high pulse energy value is one of the development challenges for specialized, compact fiber lasers. Femtosecond pulses with high peak power induce non-linear phenomena in single-mode fiber with a small core diameter. The pulse is subject to dispersion degradation. At the IChF PAN in cooperation with Fluence, an active fiber with a large diameter of the fundamental mode and a chirped Bragg grating were used to generate and amplify femtosecond pulses. In the constructed system of a fully fiber-based laser the following parameters were obtained: 300 fs pulses, 25 W of average power with beam quality M 2 <1.3 and pulse energy 40 μJ. The structure was modeled numerically, considering nonlinear phenomena, in the form of phase self-modulation and stimulated Raman scattering, obtaining agreement with the measurements.
Fiber optic holmium lasers, operating in the 1.9 -2.1 μm band, using nanostructured absorbers, are built at PWr in cooperation with ITME. The cavity dispersion was changed by applying a compensating length of the DCF type fiber. The passive synchronization of modes, when working in the area of anomalous dispersion -i.e. without DCF fiber, was obtained by using as the absorber a composite of graphene/PMMA and black phosphorus. A 2080 nm soliton generation was obtained with a spectral width of over 5 nm. DCF fiber length and depth of the saturable absorber modulation were chosen to shift the laser work area to a normal and balanced dispersion. For a small dispersion of the resonator -0.005 ps 2 , the laser generated pulses with a bandwidth of over 53 nm, and a duration of 190 fs.
The phenomenon of Raman frequency self-shifting is used for the tunable generation of femtosecond pulses in the spectral regions outside the band typical for telecommunications optical fiber lasers. Disperse-shaped silica microstructural fibers (PWr, UMCS, Fibrain) were used for this purpose. Tunability was obtained in the 1.0-2.2 μm band. The photonic fiber was pumped at 1.06 and 1.56 μm with a pulse duration of 25 fs. The generated pulses with duration of less than 200 fs had a very good phase coherence. Sources using the phenomenon of frequency solitons are an alternative to classic thulium and holmium lasers.
Optical fiber lasers made of fluoride glasses emitting in the band 2800 -4000 nm are the subject of numerical analysis in the PWr team and Nottingham University. There are analyzed by several methods time dependencies of the power output from the optical fiber erbium laser on the pump power.
The synchronization of modes in the fiber lasers was obtained by means of a loop resonator with non-linear transmission (IO WAT). The source was pumped with the erbium-ytterbium CW 1564 nm and 1.2 W fiber laser. The fiber-optic thulium laser generated picosecond pulses at a frequency of approximately 26 MHz and an average power output of 20 mW.
Yb:LPS crystal was used to build a femtosecond laser with a passive modulation of modes (PWr and Manitoba University). The pump was a single-mode laser diode with a wavelength of 980 nm and 700 mW power. Pulse work was obtained using a SESAM mirror. The anomalous dispersion was obtained by introducing into the cavity the GTI mirror. The laser emitted a wave of approximately 1051 nm with pulse width of 90 fs for a Fourier confinement of 70 fs. The average output power reached 80 mW for a mirror of 1,6%.
The subject of the research are femtosecond optical fiber lasers with passive mode synchronization (PWr). Amplification and compression of pulses is carried out using the CPA method. Quick acousto-optic filtering systems were used to select single impulses from the sequence, reducing the frequency of repetition, which leads to the effective use of the optical amplifying medium. The signal was processed in a dedicated FPGA system enabling decimation of pulses and grouping them into programmed packages. The system was used in erbium and thulium lasers operating in the 1.56 μm and 2 μm bands.
A sub kilowatt optical fiber thulium CW laser generating a wavelength of 1940 nm was constructed in IO WAT. Laser applications are focused on medicine, military technology and research. An LMA optical fiber was used. In a single oscillator system, 90 W of CW power was obtained with a differential efficiency of approx. 57% and beam quality M 2 <1,3. A system with an amplifier was used to obtain CW power above 100 W for a high-quality beam. No coexistence of SBR and TMI phenomena were observed.
Supercontinuum radiation source with flat spectral characteristics, and 10 W average power in the IR range -1.9-2.6 μm was constructed using a fiber optic laser in the generator -amplifier system emitting a pulse train with duration 1 ns, frequency 0.4-1.1 MHz, and a wavelength of 1550 nm. The generation of supercontinuum was obtained in a one-stage fiber optic loop amplifier pumped with a 790 nm wave. Single mode fiber optic cable acted as an amplifying and nonlinear medium.
Work on passive fiber optic components for fiber lasers is carried out on PWr in cooperation with the WCB EIT. The set of elements mainly includes power couplers and modal field adapters. The components eliminate the use of optical volume components. Optical fiber solution is resistant to pollution, many external harmful factors, and it does not require periodic adjustment of optomechanical elements. Signal and pumping power couplers in many configurations were made and characterized, as well as SMF -LMA MFA components, including conical optical fiber bundles.
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
Work on quantum cascade lasers (QCL) has been conducted at the Institute of Electron Technology ITE for ten years. These are semiconductor sources made of GaAs/AlGaAs and AlInAs/InGaAs/InP heterostructures that radiate in the medium infrared band of 4.5 -5.5 μm and 9.0 -10.0 μm, respectively. Lasers typically work in pulse regime at room temperature, and some with a continuous wave. Lasers are fabricated using the method of MBE epitaxy from molecular beams and the combined MBE+MOVPE hybrid method. The controlled level of technology allows the use of prototype sources for the construction of spectroscopic ultra-sensitive gas detection systems.
Projects, technology and performance of QCL lasers are optimized in cooperation between ITE, PWr, and PŁ. The long-term process of cascade laser growth requires precise doping of the layers in the area of the injector (electron tunneling to quantum wells), sub-contact and plasmon waveguides propagating light. Optical technique of measuring electron concentration in cascade laser waveguides is presented. QCL beam was applied to fast reflective polarization Fourier's differential spectroscopy. Concentration of carriers in materials, used as plasmon waveguides (InAs, InP, InGaAs) were measured by determining the plasmon frequency and effective mass accumulated in the carrier layer.
The QCL laser has a multi-layer core and claddings. Claddings are applied at a higher temperature which can lead to degradation of the delicate sub nanometric core structure. Technological conditions were optimized to avoid core degradation (PWr, ITE). MOVPE technology was developed to apply the InP:Si coats at a growth temperature of 575 -700 o C. The measurements were made by photoluminescence using a GaAs/AlGaAs laser at 641 nm. The structure and morphology were investigated by high-resolution X-ray diffraction and ATM methods. The concentration of the dopants was measured by the C-V method. The growth of highly resistive InP layers compensated with Iron was applied to build the buried QCL structure required for CW operation.
InGaAs layers in AlInAs/InGaAs/InP heterostructures of QCL MBE lasers working in the range of 4 -10 μm require thickness optimization (ITE). Replacing InP with InAlAs reduces the refractive contrast and weakens the waveguide effect, and thus the efficiency of the laser. Increasing in the contrast was achieved by introducing into the heterostructure a thick layer of InGaAs on both sides of the active area. This results in an unfavorable effect of increasing the thermal resistance and increasing the temperature of the active area.
VCSEL and QCL semiconductor lasers are modeled at the Institute of Physics of Łódź University of Technology (PŁ). Laser structures are optimized in order to obtain appropriate emission characteristics, energy and thermal efficiency, beam quality, radiation power, etc. There was numerically developed a new structure combining the advantages of both types of mentioned semiconductor lasers and avoiding their typical disadvantages. The QC-VCSEL structure allows for precise determination of the emitted wavelength by selecting the construction parameters of quantum wells. The emitted single mode beam is symmetrical, has small divergence and is devoid of astigmatism. The main problem in the development of the QC-VCSEL laser structure was that the VCSEL laser radiation has an E field polarized parallel to the edge of the active area, while the stimulated emission in the QC laser has an electric field polarized perpendicular to the edge.
Classic constructions of GaN VCSEL lasers are characterized by quite long resonators and often use dielectric DBR mirrors. The longer resonator improves some of the thermal parameters of the laser but introduces greater internal losses leading to an increase in temperature. Optimization of the GaN VCSEL Nakamura laser structure, conducted by the team from IF PŁ, leads to an increase in the emitted optical power and the improvement of the laser threshold parameters.
Modeling of VCSEL lasers includes testing the influence of the parameters of the upper DBR mirror on the parameters of sources. Arsenide 980 nm lasers were modelled (PŁ), and manufactured at Berlin University of Technology. Lasers have DBR mirrors with reflections above 99%. The high reflectivity reduces the laser action threshold but also reduces the emitted power. The structure of the upper DBR was numerically modified by changing the number of pairs of refractive contrast layers. Conclusions from that research indicate the possibility of reducing the reflectivity of the upper DBR in comparison with classical solutions. The effect of construction parameters of VCSEL GaN and GaAs lasers on capacitive phenomena occurring in structures was also investigated.
The modal structure of VCSEL lasers with wide and non-standard circular and non-circular apertures (PW, ITE, PŁ, TU Berlin) was studied. Lasers generate high-order transverse modes. Modes were measured by the spectral distribution of the near field. The largest of the apertures had a diameter of approx. 20 μm. Non-standard apertures are a superposition of several apertures with varying degrees of coverage. An enlarged image of the laser aperture was scanned with a multimode optical fiber, at each scan point a minimum above-threshold spectrum was recorded with the OSA instrument for two orthogonal polarizer settings.
ITE conducts research on the development of VCSEL lasers leading to the VECSEL and MECSEL constructions, i.e. solutions with an external resonance cavity and structures that do not have an distributed Bragg mirror. There are researched semiconductor, single mode disc lasers SDL with Gaussian TEM oo mode, optically pumped and optimized for the generation of high-power coherent beam P>10 W and of good optical quality M 2 =1. The components of the standard VCSEL solution have been modified by means of engineering of the forbidden gap, separating the semiconductor structures from the epitaxial substrate, widening the spectral range to the VIS area, inserting non-linear optical elements for radiation conversion in the resonator, etc.
One of the development directions of SDL disk lasers is to extend their tunability. The ITE and IF PŁ teams developed two new SDL structures for extensive tuning. The structure using the heterostructure with the active area without Bragg's mirrors allows tuning in the 55 nm range. In another solution, the heterostructure with a single active area is placed within a bi-mode cavity with high-reflection mirrors. A tuning of 95 nm in the 980 nm band was obtained. The output power of several hundreds of mW allows the use of these new laser sources in spectroscopes.
Stabilization of the emitted 980 nm radiation beam in the junction plane, in high-power wide band lasers, is obtained by introducing the lateral periodic structure into the strip waveguide. The lateral periodic structures were embedded into the asymmetric InGaAs/AlGaAs/GaAs laser heterostructures by chemical etching. The periodic structure, by affecting the distribution of current and gain, helps discriminate between the side modes of the wide waveguide. Work on optimizing the construction of broadband NIR high power lasers is carried out in the ITME and ITE team.
ITE is continuing work on semiconductor cascade lasers for the NIR band with two optically coupled cavities and their two-section variation. Lasers are characterized by work in the single longitudinal mode, stability of the length of the emitted wave, and wide tunability. A double-sectioned laser was obtained by removing the thin metallization strip from the upper contact and cutting the laser cavity into two parts. The created gap with a given width isolates the electric segments of the laser. Independent power conditions of the sections allow for forcing single mode and tunability. The parameters of the laser were: attenuation of side modes 40 dB, length of emitted wave about 9.5 μm, power 15 mW per mirror, emission of single mode in wide T range, coefficient of temperature tuning about 0.6 nm/K.
NIR PULSE LASERS
As part of the cooperation between PWr and UMCS, a fast-tunable source was constructed using the femtosecond laser Yb:CaF 2 with transverse mode oscillations. The oscillator was pumped with a single mode laser diode. The generation parameters were: pulse duration 85 fs, average power 290 mW, repetition frequency 65 MHz, peak power 46 kW, and tunability in the range 1050 -1800 nm. The tuning enabled Raman shift of the soliton in photonic fiber. The central wavelength of the source is tuned through the pulse energy in the photonic fiber. The selection of the geometry of the resonance cavity, in the synchronization state of the longitudinal modes, enabled the excitation of the transverse mode TEM 01 , which in the presence of the basic mode TEM 00 led to oscillation of the spatial profile of the generated beam. Consequently, the coupling to the optical fiber was variable periodically at the frequency of 10 MHz which affected the shift of the soliton. The depth of modulation was changed by adjustments of the cavity.
In the diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser a generation of two identical pulses with an adjustable time separation of a few μs (IO WAT) was obtained. Pockels' cell changed the transmission of the substitute mirror. The generation of the second identical pulse was obtained under optimal operating conditions of the laser by switching transmission losses.
A high-peak-power Nd:YAG slab laser emitter driven by four laser diodes at 806 nm was constructed (IO WAT). The diode pumps and active medium were cooled. The Q-switching of the resonator with a length of 0.4 m was carried out by a Glan polarizer and a Pockels cell. The laser generated pulses with energy of 75 mJ, duration 10 ns, and angle of divergency 2.5 mrad. That diode pumped laser is characterized by high efficiency and stability of pulse energy compared to laser pumped with lamps.
The CW Tm:YAP laser pumped by 793-nm, laser diode was researched. Energy and spectral parameters of the laser were examined depending on the transmission and the radius of curvature of the output mirrors. The pulse generation was tested for the pump power variable and the various frequencies of the AO modulator.
FEL LASERS, LASER ACCELERATORS, POLFEL
The European Laser Infrastructure ELI is equipped in femtosecond lasers with powers up to 10 PW and intensities in the focused bean up to 10 23 W/cm 2 . In the plasma produced as a result of the radiation interaction with the target, a field gradient of 100 GV/m is created. Ion beams can potentially be accelerated in such a field to energy over 1 GeV and relativistic velocities on the path shorter than 1 mm. Acceleration process for 232 Th ion was modeled in laser plasma (IFPiLM and ICM UW). The petawatt laser beam interacted with the submicron thorium target. Acceleration mechanisms and the quality of the resulting beam were investigated. Demonstrated durations of ionic pulses were below 0.1 ps, at 10 21 W/cm 2 and medium ionic energies above 10 GeV.
PolFEL -Polish free electron laser with energy up to 150 MeV, planned in the NCBJ in Świerk, will have several experimental lines. The laser as the user facility will be tuned in the range from 1 THz to 150 nm. The initial two lines will be IR and THz (50 MeV), and VIS and UV (120 MeV). The accelerator has a superconducting electron gun with a thin-film photocathode Pb/Nb, which allows the accelerator to work in CW or pulse mode with a high fill factor, i.e. with a power of a few W and one hundred μJ for THz and over 10 W and tens of μJ for a VUV wave, with pulse frequency 100 kHz. The VUV line is to produce photons with energy of 12 -15 eV and is developed in cooperation with several interested institutions, including IO WAT. The pump-probe experiment will be conducted in this experimental line. For pulse repetitions of 200 kHz, it is important to select a single or group of pulses. The key issue is the selection of optics for the VUV range. The PolFEL project was qualified for funding as part of the Polish Road Map of Research Infrastructure. The project will start in 2018 and will last up to four years and will be run by a consortium of scientific laboratories as well as with the participation of industrial enterprises.
An optical laser system is connected with the PolFEL laser. A pulsed optical laser with an energy of about 5 μJ or higher at a wavelength of 257 nm, cooperating with a photocathode, purifies it and generates ultra-short (1 -10 ps) electron beam with a large charge (250 pC), repetition frequency 50 kHz -1 MHz, perfectly cylindrical shape and low emittance. As a result of the undulator's operation, a string of well-formed Gaussian ultraviolet pulses with a length in the range of -from several hundred fs -to a few ps is generated in such conditions. The optical lasers coupled with PolFEL will also fulfill other tasks, such as the adjustment of optical systems, and the interaction of the optical VIS energy with THz, IR, UV and VUV beams.
APPLICATION OF LASERS AND LASER SENSORS IN MEDICINE, BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING, AND ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
Biomedical applications of materials for bone implantation purposes require treatment of their surfaces to obtain delicate elongated structures. The structures support the differentiation of stem cells towards the formation of osteoblasts. Research on direct laser interference lithography to produce passive hearing implants is carried out at the Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering PW. To functionalize the moldings, periodic structures were created on the surface of titanium after the preliminary process of sliding and pickling. The modified biomedical surface was characterized in terms of shape, topography, chemical composition and roughness, as well as microhardness, wettability and free surface energy.
The surface of implantable biomedical materials is processed topographically using laser interference methods. The nano-, pico-and femtosecond pulses are used (UWM in Olsztyn in cooperation with the University of Vilnius). Topography, microstructure, resistance to friction, microhardness, size and distribution of stresses, chemical composition of the surface, etc. are optimized. The results of treatment for steel and medical molybdenum are presented.
Artherosclerotic lesions were detected using a laterally grounded optic fiber optic sensor (PWr and UM Wrocław). Fiber optic sensor excites and measures fluorescence in diseased tissues inside veins and arteries. Sensor behavior was analyzed by ray tracing. A sensor model was built and tested for biological tissues, including the inner surface of the healthy and artherosclerotic aorta.
Micro sieves made of graphene paper subjected to laser ablation were used to separate tumor cells (IO WAT, ITME).
The tests were carried out on laboratory-conditioned cells. The aim is to identify the neoplastic diseases at an early stage of development. Graphene micro sieves are biocompatible and do not damage cells. The separated cells were adhesive in relation to graphene paper.
A Nd:YAG Q-modulated laser operating in basic transverse mode (IO WAT, IMiIM PAN, FRK Zabrze) was designed for laser assisted removal of cells from aortic valve tissue. The laser generates a pulse of 8-10 ns and 50 mJ of energy. The laser system includes an amplifier and a harmonic generator. The dotted interference field is created using prisms and four beams. The period of the interference field is comparable to the dimensions of the cells. The efficacy of different methods of decellularization of the valves and aortic walls has been compared.
At IO WAT, a laser dust sensor was developed for continuous air monitoring. The sensor distinguishes the size of particles suspended in the air. The housing was made with 3D printing. The air is sucked into the measuring chamber where its stream is radiated by the laser beam. The scattered radiation through the particles is detected in the optoelectronic receiver. Several sensors are combined into a measuring network.
An aerial, multispectral laser scan was carried out for assessing the vegetation condition of plants (IO WAT). A mirror scanner was used with spectral analysis of the intensity of reflected radiation. Differences in plant health were analyzed based on the density of foliage as well as in terms of occurrence of local phenomena of drying and wilting.
The weak B-band of the oxygen molecule (roto-vibrational passes) is used in atmospheric research (UMK). The simultaneous application of A and B bands increases the accuracy of measurements such as stratospheric wind detection, cloud parameters observation, determination of pressure and temperature profiles, shapes, positions and intensities of measured spectral lines in a wide range of atmospheric pressures. A loss spectrometer in the cavity with the stabilization of the cavity frequency and a phase link of the sampling laser to the optical cavity was used for measurements.
Atmospheric pollution was monitored by laser spectroscopy (IO WAT). A monitoring system for large areas was created, consisting of the Pollution Monitoring Center, and network-connected pollution detectors. The detectors were built using QCL lasers and multi-pass chambers.
Laser absorption spectroscopy is used to detect trace amounts of gases (UW). The construction of a multipath spectroscopy chamber was optimized for the optical path length of the laser beam in the gas, while maintaining a small volume and minimizing the linear geometric dimensions. The optimal distance between the mirrors with the given radius of curvature ensuring the longest possible optical path was sought, and the best way to introduce laser beams into the chamber.
APPLICATIONS OF LASERS IN MATERIAL ENGINEERING, MATERIAL PROCESSING AND MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
The Laser Center at the Kielce University of Technology specializes in the research and development of high-power laser applications in material engineering, mechanical technology, material processing, material surface processing, and additive, incremental production. Experiments of additive production using thin welding wires from material subject to welding were carried out. The welds and fussing obtained were characterized in terms of microhardness, tensile strength, metallographic structure, fussing geometry, etc.
Metal thin-wall elements were produced using a hybrid method combining laser and mechanical techniques. The research is carried out in a consortium: Politechnika Świętokrzyska (PŚk), INOP Poznań and IPPT PAN. The application of the laser-mechanical hybrid method allows to use the advantages of both methods and to avoid their disadvantages like significant energy consumption and time-consuming. Forming tests were carried out on flat bars and circular section elements. The tested method promises hopes for industrial applications in relation to a certain class of mechanical elements.
The non-contact forming of metal sheets and plates using a laser beam is the subject of theoretical and laboratory research at IPPT PAN and Laser Center of Metal Technology in PŚk. Laser bending experiments with mechanical support for laser beam mounted on one side were carried out. A metal beam loaded on one side was heated by a moving rectangular (of metal beam width) CO 2 laser beam. The bending mechanical force, the power density of the laser beam and its displacement speed were the parameters of the process, and particularly the depth of plasticizing the metal, i.e. the remaining thickness of the elastic beam. The deflection line of the beam was controlled by changing the parameters of the laser beam.
Laser, impulse interference heating of amorphous materials is the subject of research in the AGH, IO WAT and IFJ PAN consortium. The result of heating is the periodic grid of hot micro-areas. The FeSiB amorphous strips were heated and internal structural changes were analyzed using the HRTEM method. Pulse heating led to the formation of a periodic crystal nanostructure in an amorphous matrix. Structural differences in material between laser pulse heating (small grain crystallites) and classical annealing (dendrites) were observed. The AFM measurement method in magnetic mode reveals the presence of a complex magnetic structure in micro-dot adiabatically recrystallized material, while the amorphous matrix does not exhibit magnetic properties. Measurement of the magnetic hysteresis loop shows that pulsed spatially periodic heating of amorphous tapes does not affect the soft magnetic properties.
The development of graphene engineering methods, including its application and laser ablation, is carried out at the PŁ and UŁ in Łódź. The production of graphene electrodes for OLED and sensor structures was investigated. The twolayer graphene applied by CVD to the SiC substrate and multilayer graphene transferred to the alundum substrate was investigated. The chemical, physical, electrical and mechanical properties of the electrodes were tested. The roughness of graphene bilayer structures did not exceed 1.5 nm. The graphene layers were removed from the SiC and alundum medium in an ablative way to obtain complex structures. The surface quality of the substrate after ablation of applied layers was examined. The durability of graphene layers subjected to laser ablation was tested.
At IMP PAN, a robotic industrial machine for laser cutting of plastics and thermally-transformable materials has been built, such as polypropylene, polyethylene, ABS, acrylic, polycarbonate, etc. The melting process is usually carried out with CO 2 laser. The technology of plate thermoforming is applied by mapping the shape of the mold. It complements the injection methods for small wall thicknesses and large sizes of formed objects. A pantograph was constructed to guide a high-power CO 2 laser beam and integrated into the arm of an industrial welding robot. Part of the optical path is routed inside the arm. The robot's cabin system includes a cutting chamber with smoke suction and safety, programming and control systems. Exchangeable heads ensure several technological operations in one machining process.
A team at PŚw in Kielce is working on laser welding. In particular, research was conducted on the weldability of stainless steel with austenitic structure, with an increased content of chromium and nickel, for the construction of power block components. Welds of tubular steel pipe stubs using welding wire as an additional material were investigated. The tests included non-destructive UT, VT and destructive methods -stretching, bending, measuring hardness distribution in the weld cross-section. The welds were made with a 6 kW CO 2 laser integrated with a six-axis robotic arm.
The ablation of various materials was examined using sub-picosecond lasers (IMP PAN). The aim is to develop a technology for precision micromachining of materials in micro and nanoscale. The sub-picosecond laser Yb:KYW and femtosecond Ti:S were used for the tests. For imaging of the processing effects 3D microscopy was used.
Research on the impact of long laser pulses with construction materials is carried out at IO WAT. An Yb fiber laser with a power of 1 kW was used, generating a beam with the quality M 2 =1.5. A laser beam with a diameter of 10 mm is focused on the target simulating the minimum possible caustic at a distance of about 1 km. The spectral response of the target and the range of mechanical damages were tested.
Blowing air onto a surface subject to the impact of strong laser radiation can change the conditions of this interaction (IO WAT). The calculations were made for the conditions of removing and not removing the melted material layers, and two conditions of pulsed laser irradiation: 1 kJ and 2*10 -4 s, and 10 kJ and 1s. For these conditions the melting rate of the aluminum plate was investigated. Blowing of melted layers is important in the case of low energy.
Glass surfaces with heat-insulating and photochromic coatings undergo laser texturing (PŚl, Vitroterm). The façade glass is covered with thin metallic and dielectric layers. The number, composition and thickness of the layers determines the transmission coefficient of the façade, fulfilling thermal insulation and solar control functions. Panes covered with multilayer coatings composed of thin layers of silver and Zn, Sn, Ni, Cr metal oxides were subjected to laser texturization. Effectively the transmission and reflection coefficients in the VIS-NIR range of the textured glass were changed.
A SYSWELD programming environment (P.Śl) was used to simulate the laser and hybrid welding processes of steel plates. The distribution of stresses and temperatures was investigated depending on the type of heat source.
The 3D silicon microelements were subjected to ablative laser processing in mm and submillimeter scale (PŁ, IMP PAN, PŚw). Requirements for high quality of processed surface and process efficiency were optimized. The effects of three types of femto-, pico-and nanosecond lasers interactions were compared. The lasers had the following parameters -wavelength, pulse duration, repetition frequency and energy: 343 nm, 500 fs, 200 kHz, 22.5 μJ; 343 nm, 6.2 ps, 50-400 kHz, 12.7 μJ; 1062 nm, 15-220 ns, 35-290 kHz, 68-550 μJ. The depth of ablation per one pulse was compared as a function of the surface density of energy absorbed. The comparison was scaled to the energy of a single pulse, scanning speed, repetition frequency, surface of focused spot and hatching.
A system of automatic temperature control of the workpiece surface in a laser device was developed (PŚw). The controller uses a real-time system with a clock frequency of 1 kHz and fuzzy logic algorithms. The control application has been created in the LabView environment. Temperature measurements are done using a precision pyrometer.
The influence of microgeometry generated in the laser texturing process on the adhesion properties of the modified surfaces was examined in order to determine the relationship between the geometry of the structure and the free surface energy (PŚw). The use of laser texturing affects the change of FSE and surface contact angles. Improvements in the processes of applying protective coatings, catalysis, lubrication, flotation, gluing and printing were investigated.
Fiber optic 2000 nm laser, 210 W, was used for processing roundwood (PWr, SGGW, LISA). Compared to the CO 2 laser, a better value of the M 2 beam quality parameter was obtained in the laser. Laser piercing of samples of four species of wood along and across the fibers was tested as functions of the process time, wood moisture, and the quality of the cut surface.
Research is being carried out on the laser micro-texturing of materials for aeronautics, aviation and automotive (PŚw). The titanium surface was textured with ultra-short UV pulses. The surface was developed to increase the adhesiveness of bonded joints with other construction materials.
Radiation absorbers were added to the rubbers in a small amount to increase laser-based texturing efficiency (PŁ). The tests were carried out on SBR and NBR rubbers doped with carbon black, Prussian blue and iron black. The texturing process was carried out with a 1062 nm pulsed fiber laser with variable pulse duration of 25 -220 ns and a repetition frequency of 35 -190 kHz and 10 -50 μJ energy. The scanning speed was changed in the range of 200 -800 mm/s. The effect of texturing was to create hydrophobic layers on the surface of rubbers with a large contact angle in the range of 90° -135°.
The Inconel 718 alloy was surface treated with a picosecond laser to increase adhesive strength in glued joints (PŚw). The commercial laser TruMikro 5325c allows the cold ablation process. The processed material is precisely removed without thermal influence on adjacent areas of the workpiece.
The influence of the laser beam inclination on the course and results of laser welding were investigated (PŚk). Oblique use of the laser beam is sometimes required to avoid damage to the optics due to reflections or interaction with the workpiece. Such situations occur when welding spatial elements using robots or multi-axis manipulators. The geometry of beam and material interaction for different beam angles was optimized.
Complex surface structures were formed with picosecond UV laser on elements made of various plastics (PŚk). The selection of processing parameters was optimized in order to obtain a significant process efficiency and quality improvement for plastics: nitrile rubber, polyamide, PTFE. Differential adhesive joints were created, the sealing and micro fluidization processes were tested, and the friction resistance of the sealing rings of the reciprocating motion was reduced.
APPLICATIONS OF LASERS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, SPECTROSCOPY, METROLOGY AND CONSERVATION OF ANTIQUES
Laser -plasma sources of soft X -ray radiation are tested in the IO WAT. The krypton plasma shining in the SXR area is generated by the interaction of nanosecond laser pulses with a dual gas disc. The source was optimized for the 2 -5 nm band. Such a source was used to construct the NEXAFS spectroscopic and spectro-microscopic system (WAT and CVUT Praga). The solution was different from analogous systems typically performed with a synchrotron source. In synchrotron systems, the NEXAFS spectrum is obtained by scanning photon energy. In the tested system with a laserplasma source, the NEXFAS spectrum is obtained using broadband SXR emission. Spectro microscopic images are obtained by scanning the test object raster point by point. At each individual sample point, the NEXAFS spectrum is obtained. The design of the spectrometer allows simultaneous recording of the emission spectrum of the source and the spectrum of SXR radiation absorption in the sample under test. The capabilities of the spectrometer include: scanning of large and small surfaces and creation of two-dimensional maps of the elemental composition of the sample. The system was tested on PET film irradiated with EUV. After irradiation, PET shows a reduced hydrogen content. The NEXAFAS spectra were also obtained using a single nanosecond laser pulse, which is the basis for time resolved measurements of specimens.
EUV laser -plasma sources allow the generation and testing of low-temperature plasma with an electron temperature of a few eV (IO WAT). Plasma production with a temperature of several dozen eV requires HED devices. Lowtemperature plasma is used to study chemical reactions induced by EUV radiation, simulations in laboratory conditions of stratospheric and space reactions, modification of the surface of materials, also gas and aerosol spectroscopy. Plasma with low electron density was induced in the vacuum chamber of a laser-plasma source of EUV using gas discs. The increase of electron density by several orders of magnitude was obtained by photoionizing a small amount of gas injected under high pressure into the area of interaction with a nanosecond pulse of high-fluence EUV radiation.
Dynamically generated cluster and aerosol targets, created as a result of the development of two-phase targets in IO WAT, are used to study the impact of laser pulses and matter. Gas target generating devices were constructed. The impulse cluster target is created for various atomic and molecular gases by synchronizing the gas cooling inside the solenoid valve with a thermoelectric cooler. An aerosol target in a vacuum is generated by pulsed nebulization of a liquid working solution. A two-section electromagnetic valve was constructed with the initiation of the nebulization process in its interior using a piezoelectric ultrasound transducer. Cluster targets are constructed in the process of development of high-efficiency radiation sources and a quasi-continuous emission spectrum. Dynamically generated aerosol targets can be an alternative to solid targets in the production of laser plasma.
The reference molecular spectroscopy in the optical cavity is developed for the purpose of studying the atmosphere of the Earth and planets, the chemical and energy structure of molecules, the isotope mass ratio, checking quantum electrodynamics assumptions, and the search for phenomena outside the SM. The research tools are lasers with stabilization and beam control at a level better than a fraction of Hz and optical cavities with very high finesse. Absorption methods related to the measurement of light intensity and dispersion related to the measurement of the shift of cavity resonances are used. At the UMK in Toruń comparative studies of the achieved accuracy are carried out using various methods in an optical cavity of high finesse. It has been shown that the dispersion method is not burdened with systematic errors as opposed to absorption methods. The dynamics of the dispersion method at level 10 6 and the sensitivity of 10 -10 cm -1 are shown. Spectroscopic parameters of CO molecules such as line intensity, collision shift, and Doppler widening were investigated. QEPAS laser spectroscopy is used to detect trace amounts of gases. Acoustic spectroscopy using a high-quality quenching tuning fork is tested at the IF of the University of Warsaw. The resonator is used as a narrowband acoustic microphone with a finesse of 10 4 . The signal from the resonator is amplified by a precision voltage amplifier. An optimized amplifier coupled strongly to the resonator was constructed with parameters much better than the standard trans-impedance circuit. The amplifier was used in a photoacoustic spectroscopic measurement system. New solutions of optical multi-pass cells and resonant cavities are investigated at the Wrocław University of Technology. In sensor systems it is necessary to increase the optical path length while maintaining a small size of the measurement system. Multi-pass compact cells, to maintain low losses, require complex design methods, e.g. using genetic algorithms. The beam tracking method was used to design cells composed of 3 and 4 mirrors, also doublebeams. Cells were used in the QEPAS method and photothermal spectroscopy.
Capillary optical fibers are used for the construction of photonic and dispersion functional elements (PWr). The empty core shifts the applications of these optical fibers to areas outside IR, i.e. in MIR and FIR. This allows them to be used for gas spectroscopy. The anti-resonance optical fiber was used to build a fluorescence spectroscopic sensor using multi-photon absorption. Using femtosecond pulse stimulation at 730 nm and 60 mW average power, fluorescence of active sites, including endogenous fluorophores that play a role in cellular metabolic processes, was induced. The sensor is built in the form of a photonic microprobe.
ASP MIK in Warsaw is implementing, in cooperation with IO WAT, the project of the organization "Preservation Ambulance". The project includes such activities as urgent diagnostic, conservation and research works, protection of works of art in crisis conditions, etc. The equipment used includes mobile and portable laser conservator sets, Raman spectrometers, x-ray fluorescence kits, a camera for hyperspectral analysis in the range of 0.9 -2.5 μm, digital optical microscopes, thermal imaging cameras and a 3D laser scanner for fast field documentation.
A system for measurements of laser beam parameters with a large diameter of up to 5 cm (IO WAT) was built. The system consists of a line camera, shift with a stepper motor, and a metal rail with a length of 150 cm. The matrix contains over 8,000 pixels with a width of over 7 μm each. The spectral range of the matrix covers an area of 400 -1070 nm. Electronics provides 12-bit processing. The long rail ensures long-range Rayleigh caustic measurement. The system is supported by the Matlab and LabView environments.
To study the inhomogeneity of the CCD camera response, laser-plasma SXR X-ray sources were used (IO WAT). During testing, the camera was uniformly illuminated by SXR radiation with a wavelength of 2.88 nm. The PNRU noise characteristics were measured as a function of the pixel response value of the CCD sensor. An algorithm for determining PNRU heterogeneity was developed and useful methods for determining the parameters and noise characteristics of the CCD camera for the X-ray range were given.
The process of calibration of power sensors and laser radiation energy sensors is standardized and carried out during fixed procedures (IO WAT). Supervision of the measuring and research equipment of the accredited laboratory requires preparation of a calibration program ensuring correct change to the national and international measurement system. The calibration program was optimized in terms of time and procedure.
The specifics of accredited tests in the field of optoelectronics in Poland are presented (IO WAT). Until recently, these studies were not subject to normalization and legal regulations. The coherence with European directives has now been introduced in the field of optoelectronic metrology. The Polish Standardization Committee implemented several Polish standards in line with European standards. In the field of optoelectronics, accredited research in the country is carried out by the IO WAT.
FUNCTIONAL LASER DEVICES AND SYSTEMS
Laser systems of directed energy weapons are examined and developed at the Military University of Technology in the Institute of Optoelectronics. In the field conditions, various configurations of high-power laser systems were verified. The effector was built with a 10-kW fiber laser. Current capabilities and limitations as well as future challenges for laser weapons are being analyzed.
An optical radiation angle (IO WAT) sensor was built. The detector uses five photodiodes placed on a flat top and sides of a tetrahedral truncated pyramid. The system distinguishes, with considerable accuracy, the azimuth and elevation angles in three-dimensional space. A wide range of working angles was obtained at a small usable surface and for a high accuracy of a specific angle of incidence of radiation.
A hand-held laser speedometer with a digital video recorder has been constructed at IO WAT. The vision path is also the aiming system. The purpose of the design was to significantly improve the level of documentation of the measurement process from the operator's point of view. It was possible to measure by not very experienced operator by reducing the delays by individual elements of the video path. The reason is that the actual point of aiming at the vehicle's license plate is shifted in relation to the displayed image. The device is also used in other devices in which the visual observation track is used for aiming.
